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DESIGN
The EASY seating line is a range of seating for meetings and visitors that guarantee 

a reactive movement and immediate comfort for the collaborative spaces. 

The design, shaped by the London forpeople studio, uses four main parts to 

create all the models that are part of the range, in order to maintain a 

uniform visual appeal.

PERFORMANCE 
The movement of EASY reacts to 

changes in position thanks to the 

elastic polymers of the materials. 

It gently reclines up to 7 

degrees allowing at the same 

time to assume a more advanced 

position. 

Each of the variants of the EASY 

seating line is equipped with the 

same movement. 

The system supports posture 

changes, allowing you to stay 

comfortable and therefore keep 

your attention.

base: metal - wheels/leg/bench/stool

coque: PA white/PA black

upholstery: fabric - black/lavender/green/orange

family: tasks/managerial chairs

maximum weight: 160 Kg

seat depth: 420 mm

seat height: 450 mm

MATERIALS
A key aspect of the forpeople 

approach to design was to make sure 

that each variation of the session 

retained the same visual appeal. 

To achieve this, the design is based 

on four fundamental components: the 

base, the cradle, the seat shell 

and the range of fabric or 

leather upholstery. 

The detailed outline of the seat not 

only contributes to the aesthetic 

lightness, but also guarantees 

the ventilation necessary 

for a prolonged fresh.
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